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Introduction

� Chance has become an increasingly important issue in strategic management
– Chance is hard to study since chance events typically emerge without any obvious design (de Rond & Thietart, 

2007)

– Earlier literature has mainly focused on the effects of chance on strategic outcomes

� We analyze organizational processes related to chance

� We focus on what Ermakoff (2015) calls the structure of contingency

� We analyze two periods of strategic change in the history of Nokia Corporation
1. Process that led to the elimination of core businesses in early 1990s and decision to focus on mobile phones
2. Process that led Nokia to sell its globally dominant core business of mobile phones to Microsoft in 2010s
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Theoretical background

� Chance refers to an “event happening in the absence of any obvious design (or randomly), one ... of which the 
cause is unknown” (de Rond & Thietart, 2007: 535–536)

– Chance event is an occurrence that is unexpected, unanticipated, and unforeseen, a priori, to most members of the 
organization

– Chance is closely linked to luck and serendipity

� Chance and strategy
– Majority of strategic management studies that discuss chance have focused on the effect of chance events 

on strategic outcomes such as firm growth, performance, or survival (Denrell et al., 2015)

– Studies that focus on change and strategic choices
� Chance events alter the feasibility of the firm’s current strategy (MacKay & Chia, 2013)

� Chance events elicit new opportunities for strategic renewal (de Rond & Thietart, 2007)
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Theoretical background

� We draw from historical sociology that addresses chance (Ermakoff 2015, 2019) and strategic management literature 
focusing on the role chance in strategic choices and conduct (de Rond & Thietart, 2007; MacKay & Chia, 2013)

� We draw especially from the concept of the structure of contingency (Ermakoff 2015) which refers to processes by 
which chance emerges and exerts its influence on agents’ strategies, behavior, and choice

� Key concepts of our framework:
– Periods of collective indeterminacy where different scenarios emerge but no decision is made because of 

conflicts of interest or mutual uncertainty

� Scenarios that represent different options for strategic choice during collective indeterminacy

� Direct and indirect effects of chance – chance events directly influence scenarios or indirectly set off event 
sequences that influence scenarios
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Methodology – Context and data

� Research Context: Key Strategic Changes in the Nokia Corporation 1986-2015 
1. Nokia’s transformation into a mobile telecom corporation during 1989-1992
2. Nokia’s decision to sell mobile phones to Microsoft in 2012-2013

� Data collection
– We used three techniques that

are commonly used in historical
case studies (Kipping, Wadhwani, & 

Bucheli, 2014)

– Table 1 provides a summary
of data sources
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Two decisions that came 
somewhat as a surprise



Methodology – Analysis (1/2)

Stage 1: Identifying periods of collective indeterminacy and alternative scenarios 
� We wrote narratives to make sense of the events (Pentland, 1999) and bracketed periods where Nokia’s top 

management lacked collective direction (Langley 1999) 

� We identified alternative decision-making scenarios from documents and interviews pertaining to the period

Stage 2: Analyzing event sequences leading to alternative scenarios 
� Event structure analysis (Corsano & Heise, 1990; Heise, 1989) to trace events leading to different scenarios

1. Coding narratives into event chronologies and triangulating individual events (see appendix of the paper)

2. Identifying chance events (see Tables 2 and 3)
3. Analysis of event relations using the ETHNO program

� The process generates a network of necessary antecedents

� Includes iterative addition/removal of events to identify necessary 
prerequisite events for the scenarios
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Event structure analysis using ETHNO focuses on 
analyzing the event chronology forward, while 

answering a series of yes/no quesDons to 
determine which events are required for 

the current event to occur (Griffin 1993)   



Methodology – Analysis (2/2)

Stage 3: Closure of scenarios 
� Iden]fying events and event sequences that influenced the viability of scenarios

– Focus on the closure of alterna]ve scenarios and the eventual decision
– Event structure analysis to trace how parallel events influenced the viability of scenarios

� Integra]on of the two event sequences to understand how scenarios emerged and how parallel events closed 
scenarios and influenced the final choice

Stage 4: Analy=cal generaliza=on and theory development.
� Comparison across event sequences 
� Iden]fica]on of how chance influenced different scenarios and how different coali]ons of the top management 

supported and opposed scenarios
� Led to the discovery of how chance events and poli]cal dynamics produce strategic change 
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Nokia’s transformation into a telecom company 1989-
1992

During late 1980s Nokia made major investments in computer and TV businesses that eventually 
led to heavy losses and suicide of the CEO Kari Kairamo that left a power vacuum in Nokia



Nokia’s transformation into a     
telecom company 1989-1992

The top management experienced collective indeterminacy and several 
alternative scenarios emerged over time:
1. Entering a corporate partnership in Consumer Electronics and/or Information 

Systems
– Ongoing collaboration negotiations with Hitachi

2. Pursuing a turnaround of Consumer Electronics and/or Information Systems
– A do-it-yourself alternative to the first scenario

3. Selling the company off as a whole or in pieces
– This was negotiated with Ericsson when the opportunity emerged

4. Focusing on Mobile Phones, Tele Networks, and Cables (divesting all other 
businesses)

– Initially this seemed very unlikely to happen



Nokia’s transformation into a  
telecom company 1989-1992

Closure of scenarios:
1. Entering a corporate partnership in Consumer Electronics and/or Information 

Systems
– The death of Kairamo eliminated this scenario as Hitachi pulled out

2. Pursuing a turnaround of Consumer Electronics and/or Information Systems
– Top management quarreled which reduced viability of this scenario over 

Dme
3. Selling the company off as a whole or in pieces

– Ericsson pulled out from the negoDaDons in the final stage

4. Focusing on Mobile Phones, Tele Networks, and Cables (divesting all other 
businesses)

– In 1991, KOP announced their decision to sell their shares of Nokia, while 
CEO Vuorilehto announced his reDrement

– Jorma Ollila became the new CEO and was tasked to draQ a new strategy 
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Nokia’s decision to sell mobile phones to Microsoft in 
2012-2013

During 2007-2010 Nokia focused on Symbian that was becoming rapidly outdated and they 
missed the emergence of ecosystems. In 2010 it was realized that cost-cutting initiatives by CEO 

Kallasvuo had not addressed the main problems and new direction was needed



Nokia’s decision to sell mobile 
phones to Microsoft in 2012-2013

The top management experienced collec]ve indeterminacy on how to 
rec]fy the situa]on and six scenarios emerged over ]me:

1. AcceleraDng and boosDng the development of Meego
� Conceived by Vanjoki when tasked by the board to draw new strategy

2. Combining Meego and Android operaDng systems
� Conceived adjacent to the first scenario

3. Choosing Google Android as the main operaDng system
� Considered first in conjuncDon with scenario four, then five and six

4. Choosing MicrosoQ’s Windows Phone as the main operaDng system
� Intermediate outcome which was compromised by MicrosoQ Surface

5. UDlizing both MicrosoQ’s Windows Phone and Google Android
� Scenario developed in response to MicrosoQ Surface launch

6. Selling Mobile Phone and Smartphone units to MicrosoQ

� Scenario developed in response to MicrosoQ Surface launch



Nokia’s decision to sell mobile 
phones to Microsoft in 2012-2013

Closure of scenarios:
1. AcceleraDng and boosDng the development of Meego
2. Combining Meego and Android

� Appointment of Elop and the exit of Vanjoki eliminated Meego 
3. Choosing Google Android as the main operaDng system

4. Choosing MicrosoQ’s Windows Phone as the main operaDng system
� Elop convinced the board to choose Windows phone, eliminaDng 

Android as an opDon 
5. UDlizing both MicrosoQ’s Windows Phone and Google Android

6. Selling Mobile Phone and Smartphone units to MicrosoQ

� MicrosoQ inDated acquisiDon discussions that led to the decision to sell 
which rendered other scenarios irrelevant

� Selling mobile phones was reinforced when Siilasmaa replaced Ollila as 
the head of the board of directors



Explaining strategic change through chance and 
political dynamics

How Chance Influenced Nokia’s Strategic Change
� The ini]a]on of each period was influenced by chance events which means that chance created indeterminacy
� The emergence and elimina]on of all scenarios were either directly or indirectly influenced by chance events

The Role of Poli]cal Dynamics in Nokia’s Strategic Change
� To understand the role of poli]cal dynamics, we draw from literature on coali]on poli]cs (Cyert & March, 1992; March, 

1962; Ocasio, 1994)

� Contesta]on among coali]ons also creates indeterminacy that emerges from conflic]ng preferences
� Coali]ons both translated chance events into scenarios that served their own interests and opposed scenarios 

that were seen as unfavourable to them

Nokia’s future was largely defined by the interplay of chance and poli9cal dynamics
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Explaining strategic change through chance and 
political dynamics
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FIGURE 3
The Interplay of Chance and Politics in Strategic Change 



Discussion

Uncovering the Dynamics of Chance and Politics in Strategic Change
� We suggest that the indirect influence of chance is the predominant influence of chance on strategic change since individual 

chance events often provide numerous avenues for developing a response
� Our findings show that chance events are actively used by different organizational coalitions to generate and shape 

opportunities for change – chance is actively managed and used

Advancing the Processual View of Chance

� Chance becomes embedded in the strategy process through collective indeterminacy and the emergence and elimination of 
alternative scenarios
– Chance becomes a characteristic of the process

� This view of chance also makes it possible to study chance, as we can understand the elements of which chance is composed, 
and how these elements function over time
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Further 
notes about 
the coding
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Further 
notes about 
the finding 
chance 
from the 
data
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Questions?


